Maintenance Documents 2
The Kuali Nervous System supports two different document types: transactional documents, which have a great deal of power and flexibility and
are written to cause some system action to occur, and maintenance documents, which use XML configuration to "pre-build" the document, used
to maintain data elements - our business objects. Here we'll take a look at how to create our own maintenance documents.
Maintenance documents create, retrieve, update, copy, and inactivate either a single business object or homogeneous collections of business
objects. The ability to quickly specify forms to perform these actions make maintenance documents wildly useful; they make the care and feeding
of business objects so easy. The chart module, for instance, has no transactional documents at all, because all of the work the module needs to
do can be expressed in the form of creating and updating business objects - charts, accounts, object codes, and so on. And indeed, maintenance
documents are easy to create. Here's a basic recipe:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Create a business object, the data dictionary for that business object, and the O/RM mapping
Create a data dictionary configuration for the maintenance document on that business object
Write some rules to validate data that the maintenance document gets from the user
Write a workflow document type file and create a DocumentType business object for the maintenance document
Create a link in the portal

We'll examine each of these steps in detail (save for the first, which you have probably already seen). We also find out how to make maintenance
documents more flexible, and finally, we look at the global maintenance document framework which allows batch updates and inactivations of
many business objects at once.
Maintenance Document Data Dictionary
Basic Setup
The document type
Easy rules
Locking keys
Defining the UI
Collections
AJAX
Business Rules for Maintenance Documents
Creating a rules class
MaintenanceDocument and Maintainable
Validating collections
Creating pre-rules
Setting up Financial Document Types
Setting up the KEW Document Type
KEW Document Type Basics
Naming conventions for document types
Workflow Routing
Rule Attributes
Policies
Maintenance Document Initiation Links
Lookup links
What about links to globals?
Helping out the Data Dictionary with Maintainables
What are Maintainables?
Basic Maintainable behavior
Generating different locks
Document event callbacks
Collections methods
Changing the maintenance document's UI
Customizing Lookups with Lookup Helpers
Customizing the Inquiry
Changing drill down links
What does KfsInquirableImpl actually do?
Decorating the business object
Customizing the UI
Global Maintenance Documents
Implementing org.kuali.core.bo.GlobalBusinessObject
Detail collections
Extending org.kuali.core.maintenance.KualiGlobalMaintainableImpl
A second look at generateGlobalChangesToPersist()
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